
Coating & Printing  
machines HM300 FLX 

Manufacture labels, tapes and tamper 
evident products in one pass.

In association with



HM300 FLX 
FEATURES

Double sided 
Corona treater  
& Web cleaner

First two Flexo 
stations can be used 
to print and apply 
release coating

Hot Melt coating 
module with 
coat weight 
measurement

Up to 4 
Flexo print
modules 

Die cut, slit & 
Rewind options

Manufacture labels, tapes and tamper evident products in one pass.

Servo web 
registration & 
tension control

Driven 
unwind 
with Edge 
guide and 
Splice unit

UV Curing 
system

Web air turn 
bar can be 
positioned to 
flip the web  
between 
stations

Video 
inspection 
system
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HM300 FLX SPECIFICATIONS

Web Width 330mm

Unwind Diameter 1000mm

Rewind Diameter 1000mm

Maximum Speed 120 m/min

Core Sizes 76mm & 152mm

Flexo Options 2 + HM + 2 or 4 

Other Options Lamination, Slitting, Die cutting

The HM300 FLX has the options to Print on a liner, apply a release coating, flip the web 
over between any of the stations, hot melt coat, laminate in a face stock if required,  
2 or 4C print, die cut, slit and rewind all in one pass.

The modular format of the machine can be configured to provide a great mix of capabilities 
for customers. It eliminates the need to purchase pre-release coated or treated liners and 
combines multiple operations for inline manufacture of finished products.

The Flexo’ units can be used for printing and the application of a wide variety of UV curable 
release coatings.  The machine utilises the latest Rhino GEW UV system, Double sided 
Vetaphone corona treater and Proact web cleaner.

The coating module incorporates Valco Melton coating equipment, now standard issue  
on the full range of Elite Cameron Hot Melt Coaters. The head accurately applies stripes or 
full width, streak free coating of HM adhesives. The coat weight is monitored and displayed 
continuously on an NDC measurement system. 


